1. Check off the materials your group has decided to use to ensure organized building.

   Shoe Box
   Leaves
   Branches
   Sand
   Rocks
   Paper
   Glue

2. Provide three reasons why your lizard is showing us that he or she is ectothermic in the first environment.

   • the lizard moves under the rock when he or she is in the sun
   • the lizard burrows under the sand when he or she is the sun
   • the lizard rests within the shade of the branches when he or she is in the sun

3. Provide three reasons why your lizard is showing us that he or she is ectothermic in the second environment.

   • the lizard rests in the open on the sand when he or she is in the shade
   • the lizard perches on the rock when he or she is in the shade
   • the lizard rests within various leaves when he or she is in the shade